Intro to Shotcrete (1 hour) OR Intro to Underground Shotcrete (1 hour)

These Onsite Presentations are available upon request either in person (+ expenses) or virtually to:

- Sustaining & Corporate members – Complimentary
- Specifiers/Government agencies – Complimentary

Inspector Education aka Recognizing Quality Shotcrete (7 hours)

This seminar qualifies as 1 of the 3 year work experience requirement for those pursuing the ACI Shotcrete Inspector Certification. While this seminar provides you with tools to become a better inspector, it is not designed to be a tutorial for the exam. Certification requirements can be found here: https://www.concrete.org/certification/certificationprograms.aspx?m=details&pgm=Shotcrete%20Inspector&cert=Shotcrete%20Inspector

1. Government Agencies in the US or Canada – (minimum group of 10)
   - Seminar is complimentary
   - CP61 Pack – Shotcrete Inspector Reference materials (optional): $180@ + shipping
   - ACI Shotcrete Inspector Exam (optional): $210pp

2. Hosting In person Small Groups (or participants charged separately)
   - 3 complimentary registrations
   - Minimum of 5 paid registrations $375 pp
   - Session set up (flat rate): $750
   - CP61 Pack – Shotcrete Inspector Reference materials (optional): $180@ + shipping
   - ACI Shotcrete Inspector Exam (optional): $210pp

3. Hosting In person Large Groups
   - Session Day Charge: $3000
   - Session set up (flat rate): $750
   - CP61 Pack – Shotcrete Inspector Reference materials (optional): $180@ + shipping
   - ACI Shotcrete Inspector Exam (optional): $210pp

4. Co-sponsoring a public seminar
   - Minimum of 12 paid registrations $405 pp
   - Revenue share of 25% back to host (or $101.25pp)
   - CP61 Pack – Shotcrete Inspector Reference materials (optional): $180@ + shipping
   - ACI Shotcrete Inspector Exam (optional): $210 pp